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Theab initio model potentials initially developed as effective core potentials, have been proposed
as embedding potentials in the field of embedded cluster calculations on impurities in ionic crystals
@J. Chem. Phys.89, 5739~1988!# and, since then, efficiently used in the theoretical study of bulk and
surface problems. These potentials bring into anab initio cluster calculation, classical and quantum
mechanical interactions with a frozen crystalline environment~Madelung, short-range Coulomb,
exchange, and orthogonality! at a reasonable cost. In this paper, we extend theab initio model
potential embedding method in order to include the effects of dipole polarization and site relaxation
of lattice ions external to the cluster, which are represented by an empirical shell model. We apply
the method to theab initio calculation of local distortions around a Mn21 impurity in CaF2 lattice
in the ground state~6A1g! and two excited states (

4T1g,
4A1g) of the cubic MnF8

62 embedded cluster.
In this material, x-ray-absorption near-edge structure and extended x-ray-absorption fine-structure
measurements exist which provide quantitative experimental values of first and second coordination
shell distortions around Mn21 in its ground state; the comparison with these experiments is very
satisfactory. The calculated distortions in the excited states are indirectly validated by calculations
of absorption/emission transitions. ©1995 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The local geometries around impurities in ionic crystal
in their ground and excited states, are primary properties th
govern the spectroscopic behavior of these systems, wh
enjoy of fundamental and technological interest. Unfortu
nately, their direct experimental measurement, main
through x-ray-absorption near-edge structure~XANES! and
extended x-ray-absorption fine-structure~EXAFS! tech-
niques, poses large difficulties, which are related to the fa
that these experiments are expensive and far from routina
as well as to the large uncertainties that sometimes acco
pany the result,1 the measurements being restricted to th
ground state geometries. Trying to overcome these difficu
ties, other more conventional experimental information, su
as EPR spectra and zero-phonon absorption/emission lin
have been used in order to indirectly deduce the distan
between the impurity and its first neighbors;2 in this case, the
gathered information is limited to a single distance corr
sponding to the impurity ground state on a highly symmetr
site. On the other hand, the long developments in quantu
chemistry led, in the field of isolated molecules, to very e
ficient theoretical methods able to provide accurate quanti
tive geometries for the ground and excited molecular stat
no matter how complicated they are. In these circumstanc
the accepted importance of a close collaboration betwe
theory and experimentation in order to facilitate new
achievements in the field of doped materials,3 becomes ex-
ceptionally clear.

From the theoretical point of view, the cluste
approximation4 proved itself to be a very fruitful tool, and
the last years witnessed a series of developments in emb
ded cluster approaches. In the case of ionic crystals,
a!E-mail address: ARTI@vm1.Sdi.uam.es
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simple embedding of a chosen cluster in the Madelung p
tential created by a set of point charges has been and sti
very often used; however, it has been shown to lead to
correct results of geometry related properties, such as b
distances,5 Jahn–Teller distortions,6 high-pressure effects on
absorption/emission spectroscopy,7 and bonding properties a
surfaces.8 Recent systematic studies are pointing out t
weakness of such an approximation.9 As a matter of fact,
several embedding techniques exist which go well ahead
the point charge approximation.5,10–13 In particular, theab
initio model potential embedding method5,14 ~AIMP!, which
is a practical implementation of the group function theo
developed by McWeeny15 and Huzinaga,16 translates to the
field of ionic crystals the experience gathered in effecti
core potential molecular calculations.17 According to the
AIMP embedded cluster method, model potentials represe
ing complete cations and complete anions from an ionic l
tice are calculated and straightforwardly added to the o
electron contribution to the Hamiltonian of an otherwis
isolated cluster in any standardab initio molecular method.
The AIMP calculation corresponds to a multiatomic clust
embedded in a frozen crystalline lattice. Its main achiev
ments are the following.~i! The intracluster bonding proper
ties can be calculated at a highly sophisticated level; in p
ticular, the state-of-the-art standard correlation techniques
molecular quantum chemistry can be used with essentia
the same effort as in the case of isolated molecules, since
AIMP embedding only requires the modification of the on
electron integrals.~ii ! The major environmental effects on
the cluster are included in an approximate manner, both
purely electrostatic~Madelung and short-range Coulomb!
and the quantum mechanical ones~exchange and orthogonal
ity!. Its main shortcoming lies in the fact that the formulatio
in Refs. 5 and 14 does not allow for the effects of dipo

polarization and relaxation of lattice sites external to the
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cluster, which, although not being the dominant environme
tal effects on the local properties, may become importan
the cases of large local distortions and charge defects. T
problem was addressed in Refs. 18 and 19, where the pr
dure for a completelyab initio approach to lattice polariza-
tion and relaxation was discussed; the practical difficult
are still large, unfortunately, in order to make in a systema
way such kind of calculations.

As a consequence, we propose in this paper a sim
method for handling the residual environment
effects: AIMP/SM. In it, the AIMP embedding approach
used for the embedded cluster, whereas an empirical s
model ~SM! description is adopted for the rest of the ion
lattice, which is able to represent ionic polarizabilities a
interionic short-range interactions dependent on the polar
tion of the ions.20An iterative procedure is followed in orde
to make both descriptions~embedded cluster and shell mod
lattice! consistent to each other. At consistency, the cluste
embedded in a relaxed and polarized lattice which, in ad
tion to the electrostatic effects on the cluster, still exe
those of exchange and orthogonality. This method is inspi
in that of Ref. 21, ICECAP, from where the main idea
joining a quantum mechanical description of the cluster w
an empirical shell model description of the lattice has be
adopted. The main differences with ICECAP lie in the em
bedded cluster methods involved and in the procedure
joining the quantum mechanical cluster calculation and
shell model lattice relaxation.

Recent XANES and EXAFS measurements exist
Mn21-doped fluorite, CaF2, ~Ref. 22! ~where the Mn21 sub-
stitutional impurities occupy Ca21 sites!, which provide
quantitative site positions not only for the first eight F2

neighbors of the Mn21 impurity, but also for the Ca21 and F2

ions located in a second coordination shell. In order to t
the performance of the AIMP/SM method, we calculated t
local distortions produced by the Mn21 impurity in CaF2, in
the ground state~6A1g! and two excited states~4T1g and
4A1g! of the embedded cluster MnF8

62 , using complete active
space self-consistent field23 ~CASSCF! and average coupled
pair functional24 ~ACPF! wave functions. The site coordi
nates obtained for the first F2 neighbors, which are part o
the quantum mechanical cluster, and for the second coo
nation ions Ca21 and F2, which are part of the environmenta
lattice, are very satisfactory. Furthermore, even though i
not the goal of this paper to perform an analysis of the el
tronic spectra of CaF2:Mn

21, we performed preliminary cal-
culations of some of the absorption and emission transitio
in order to make an indirect test of the calculated geometr
in the excited states; the results are as well satisfactory.

In Sec. II we present the AIMP/SM method. We descri
in Sec. III the calculations performed on the CaF2-embedded
MnF8

62 and we discuss the results in Sec. IV. The conc
sions are presented in Sec. V.

II. AIMP/SM METHOD

In this section, we describe a method for performingab
initio model potential embedded cluster calculations cons
tent with a shell model description of an ionic lattice, whic

J. L. Pascual and L. Seijo: E
we call AIMP/SM. The AIMP/SM method is aimed to be
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applied to the calculation of local properties associated
defects in ionic crystals, such as, for instance, those appe
ing when impurities substitute perfect crystal components
when molecules are adsorbed at the crystal surface. In th
cases, it is expected that the major changes originated by
presence of the defect occur in a localized region of spa
Then, one defines asclusteran arbitrarily chosen set of nu-
clei and associated electrons~more rigorously, electron wave
functions! which are expected to be most responsible for th
local properties under study and which, in consequence, w
be studied by means ofab initio methods able to accurately
describe its bonding interactions. The rest of the crystal
defined as theenvironmentand, even if it is not expected to
be directly responsible for the local properties under stud
its effect on them has to be accounted for, although witho
paying too much computational effort for it.

Within the AIMP/SM method, an iterative procedure i
undertaken which consists of two main steps: a series ofab
initio calculations on an embedded cluster leading to a p
tential energy surface, followed by a relaxation and polariz
tion of theenvironment. In Secs. II A and II B we summa-
rize, respectively, the shell model description of the ion
lattice used in the latter step and the AIMP embedded clus
method used in the former step. We take CaF2:Mn

21 as an
example.

A. Shell model

In order to be able to efficiently polarize and relax th
environmental crystal lattice, we use a shell model descr
tion of it. The shell model is a widely used pair potentia
model proposed by Dick and Overhauser20 to avoid the po-
larization catastrophe,25 inherent to ionic models that take
into account the dipole polarization due, exclusively, to th
electric field in the ionic sites; it is achieved by including th
polarization due to the repulsive short-range interaction
This leads to a model in which the short-range interion
interactions change as a consequence of the polarization
the ions.

The shell model is implemented in several programs. W
used in this work Norgett’sHADES ~Ref. 26!, and complete
descriptions of the shell model formulations can be found
Refs. 27 and 28. Briefly, each lattice ion, saym, is described
by a core and a shell, with respective chargesQcm andQsm

such thatQcm1Qsm5Qm , the ionic charge. The core and
shell of a single ion interact with a harmonic potentia
1
2Kmr cm,sm

2 ,r cm,sm being the distance between them. Core
and shells of different ions interact electrostatically. Finall
short-range interactions exist between the shells of differe
ions. The explicit overall interaction energy is then

eint5(
m

S 12 Kmr cm,sm
2 1

1

2 (
nÞm

~fmn
lr 1fmn

sr !D , ~1!

wherefmn
lr andfmn

sr are the long-range and short-range inte
rionic potentials:

f lr 5
QcmQcn

1
QcmQsn

1
QsmQcn

1
QsmQsn

, ~2!

5369bedded cluster calculations
mn r cm,cn r cm,sn r sm,cn r sm,sn
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fmn
sr 5Amnexp~2r sm,sn /rmn!2

Cmn

r sm,sn
6 , ~3!

ther ’s being the distances between cores and shells of ionm
andn, andAmn , rmn , andCmn being the short-range interac
tion parameters corresponding, in this case, to a Buckingh
potential. Other short-range potentials are often used as w
The shell model parametersQsm , Km , Amn , rmn , andCmn ,
are usually calculated by empirical procedures and tested
setting their predictions against a wide range of data.29 With
the interaction potentials completely specified, the positio
of ion cores and shells are conveniently modified until t
calculated forces on them are nule. In order to deal w
defects that perturb the lattice at a very long distance, spe
treatments are used for distant polarizable regions,30 whose
effect on the region closer to the defect is included in a mo
approximate manner, rather than with the explicit contrib
tion to Eq.~1!.28

B. AIMP embedded cluster

In this subsection, we summarize the main features
the ab initio model potential embedding method, which is
practical implementation of the group function theory deve
oped by McWeeny15 ~in the context of intermolecular inter-
actions! and Huzinaga16 ~in the context of frozen core mo-
lecular calculations! to the study of local properties o
imperfect crystals. It has been presented in Refs. 5 and 14
ab initio calculations on clusters embedded in unpolarize
unrelaxed frozen lattices. Here we extend it to embed cl
ters in shell model relaxed, polarized ionic lattices.

First, taking the CaF2:Mn
21 example for simplicity, we

assume that some properties of the Mn21-doped CaF2 ~where
the Mn21 ions substitute Ca21 ions with a first coordination
shell of eight F2 ions in the corners of a cube! such as the
local structure or the ligand-field absorption/emission ele
tronic transitions, are affected by the interactions within
MnF8

62 unit ~cluster,! including correlation effects and by
nondynamical quantum mechanical interactions between
unit and the rest of the ionic lattice~environment,! such as
long- and short-range Coulomb, exchange, and orthogona
interactions, but they should not be affected by correlat
effects between the MnF8

62 cluster and the environment
Then, according to McWeeny,15 a good approximation for
the wave function of the imperfect crystal local states is

Ccrys5MÂ~FMnF
8
62Fenv!, ~4!

whereM is a normalization constant,Â is an intergroup an-
tisymmetrizer,FMnF

8
62 is the antisymmetric embedded clus

ter wave function, describingNclus electrons, which can be
any suitable mono- or multiconfigurational expansion, a
Fenv is the environmental wave function which can, in tur
be chosen to be the antisymmetric product of group wa
functions representing all the Ca21 and F2 components of
the environment,Fenv 5 M 8Â8@FCa21•••FF2•••#. This ap-
proximation leads, when the embedded group functions
strong-orthogonal,15 to a partitioning of the crystal total en
ergy in terms of the cluster energy, environmental ener

5370 J. L. Pascual and L. Seijo: E
and interaction energy between cluster and environment,
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Ecrys5EMnF
8
621EMnF

8
622env1Eenv. ~5!

Here, all the direct dependency on the cluster nuclei an
wave function is included inEMnF

8
62 1 EMnF

8
622env, which

reads as

EMnF
8
621EMnF

8
622env

5 (
a

MnF8
62

(
m

env
ZaZm

Ram
1 (

a

MnF8
62

^Fenvu2(
i

Nenv Za

r a i
uFenv&

1^FMnF
8
62uĤemb2MnF

8
62uFMnF

8
62&, ~6!

wherea runs over the cluster nuclei,m runs over the envi-
ronmental nuclei,i runs over electrons, the first right hand
side term is the repulsion between nuclei in the cluster and
the environment, the second is the attraction between th
cluster nuclei and the environmental electrons, and the thi
one is the interaction between the cluster electrons and t
entire crystal, Ĥemb2MnF

8
62 being the embedded cluster

Hamiltonian.
The two first terms in the right hand side of Eq.~6! are

simple to calculate once frozen wave functions for the env
ronmental ions are known. Minimizing the third term leads
to a variational embeddedFMnF

8
62. In order to do so, we use

the restricted space variational method of Huzinaga16 and, in
addition, we adopt the AIMP approximation for environmen-
tal Coulomb and exchange operators;5,14 in this case, the
variational procedure is performed simply by using a stan
dardab initiomethod, such as SCF, CASSCF, MRCI, ACPF
or others, and the following embedded cluster Hamiltonian

Ĥemb2MnF
8
625Ĥ isolated2MnF

8
621 (

i

MnF8
62

(
m

env

@Vm
lr ~ i !1Vm

sr~ i !#.

~7!

Here,Vm
lr( i ) is the long-range embedding potential originated

by ion m on electroni , which is

Vm
lr ~ i !52

Qm

rm i
, ~8!

Qm being the ionic charge~QCa21512, QF2521! located
at the ionic site, if the ion is unpolarized, and

Vm
lr ~ i !5Vcm

lr ~ i !1Vsm
lr ~ i !52

Qcm

r cm,i
2
Qsm

r sm,i
, ~9!

Qcm and Qsm being the core and shell charges of ionm,
located at their respective sites, if the ion is polarized. Th
corresponding short-range embedding potential, which is lo
cated at the shell site, is

Vm
sr~ i !5(

k

Ak
m exp~2ak

mr sm,i
2 !

r sm,i
1(

l

(
m52 l

1 l

(
a,b

ualm;m&

3Al ;ab
m ^blm;mu1( Bc

mufc
m&^fc

mu. ~10!

bedded cluster calculations
c
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The first term on the right-hand side of Eq.~10! is the short-
range Coulomb model potential originated by the enviro
mental ionm; its parametersAk

m andak
m, in an arbitrary num-

ber, are calculated by a least-square fitting to the true sh
range Coulomb potential, (Qm2Zm)/rm i1 Ĵm(rm i), Ĵm being
the one-electron Coulomb operator associated to the ma
electron wave function of ionm, Fm . The second term is the
exchange model potential of ionm; it is the spectral repre-
sentation of the negative of its true exchange operator,2K̂m ,
on the subspace defined by the set of primitive Gauss
functions ualm;m& used in the expansion of its occupied o
bitals,fc

m. In consequence, theAl ;ab
m coefficients are the el-

ements of the matrixAI m resulting from the transformation

AI m52~SI m!21KI m~SI m!21, ~11!

whereSI m is the overlap matrix on the quoted subspace, a
KI m is the matrix ofK̂m in the same subspace. The third ter
in the right-hand side of Eq.~10! is the projection operator of
ion m, originated by the restricted variational treatment16

which is responsible for preventing the collapse of the clus
wave function onto the environmental ionm. Bc

m is 22ec
m,

whereec
m is the orbital energy of the embeddedfc

m, and the
indexc runs over the occupied orbitals. As corresponding
the AIMP main idea,17 all three terms in Eq.~10! are calcu-
lated directly from thefc

m orbitals, once they are known,5,14

without resorting to any kind of parametrization procedure
terms of a reference, such as those followed in pseudopo
tial theory.

In the earliest application of the AIMP embeddin
method,5 orbitals corresponding to the free ions were used
order to produce the short-range model potentials@Eq. ~10!#;
since then, however, a self-consistent embedded ions ca
lation ~SCEI! is performed on the perfect crystal as a pr
liminary step in order to generate them.6–8,31The SCEI pro-
cedure consists of a set of embedded ion calculations,
per crystal component, which are iteratively repeated up
convergence in the orbitals of two successive iterations.
the sample case, the SCEI calculation on CaF2 means, firstly,
an SCF calculation on Ca21 and another one on F2, both of
them embedded in a lattice of Ca21 and F2 ions represented
by AIMP’s @Eqs. ~8!–~10!# corresponding to free ions, lo
cated at perfect lattice experimental sites. Then, with the
sulting orbitals of both calculations, new AIMP’s are calc
lated for the complete ions and they are used as embed
potentials in new SCF calculations on embedded Ca21 and
F2. This step is iterated up to convergence. This series
atomic calculations, suggested by Adams within a differe
method32 is, in fact, used by Luan˜a et al.as a tool for calcu-
lating distances and other properties in perfect and defec
crystals;33 here, however, they are only used as a prelimina
step from which the converged atomic orbitals for both io
are taken and used to generate complete Ca21 and complete
F2 AIMP’s. These are conveniently stored in data librari
and used, when required, in CaF2-embedded MnF8

62 ab initio
calculations using the Hamiltonian in Eq.~7!. If the defect
under consideration is other than substitutional Mn21, the

21 2

J. L. Pascual and L. Seijo: E
Ca and F AIMP’s will still be the same.
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C. Iterative AIMP and SM calculations

We describe in this subsection the way in which the
AIMP and SM calculations are joined together and mad
mutually consistent. Our goal here is to minimize the defec
tive crystal energy calculated by means of the approximat
mixed expression

Ecrys5EMnF
8
62~FMnF

8
62,RI !

1EMnF
8
622env~FMnF

8
62,RI ,rI c ,rI s!1eenv~rI c ,rI s!,

~12!

with respect to the cluster wave function,FMnF
8
62, the posi-

tions of the cluster nuclei,RI , and the positions of the cores
and shells of the environmental ions,rI c andrI s . In Eq. ~12!,
we use the convention of writing with uppercaseE the ener-
gies calculated with the AIMP embedded cluster method@Eq.
~6!#, whatever the chosenab initio method is ~SCF,
CASSCF, MRCI, ACPF, or others!, and with lowercasee
those calculated with the shell model@Eq. ~1!#. In addition
we make explicit the direct dependencies of the cluster en
ergy, the interaction energy between cluster and environ
ment, and the environmental energy, respectively. Obviousl
Eq. ~12! implies the selection of anab initio quantum me-
chanical description of the cluster and its interactions with
the surroundings, and an empirical description of the inte
actions within the surroundings.

In order to achieve the minimization, we undertake an
iterative procedure consisting of the following steps.

~1! A shell model calculation on the perfect crystal is
performed, starting with the ions at experimental sites, lead
ing to core and shell positions,rI c ,rI s . In the sample case,
CaF2, forces on ions are zero and this step does not relax n
polarize the lattice.

~2! The positions of the environmental cores and shells
rI c and rI s , are taken from the previous step and fixed
EMnF

8
62 1 EMnF

8
622env @Eq. ~6!# is minimized with respect to

the cluster wave function and the cluster nuclei positions. Le
us callRI (e) the resulting coordinates. This step involves the
calculation of a series of points of the AIMP embedded
MnF8

62 energy surface in its ground state. The correspondin
values ofEMnF

8
62 1 EMnF

8
622env are stored.

~3! The cluster, MnF8
62 , is now represented by means of

shell model ions, with core and shell coordinatesRI c andRI s ,
respectively, and the values of their shell model paramete
are determined by a least-squares fitting of the analytic
expressioneMnF

8
62 1 eMnF

8
622env @see Eq.~1!# to the values

of EMnF
8
62 1 EMnF

8
622env calculated in step~2!. Details of the

fitting procedure are presented in the Appendix. In practic
we found here that, usually, a very good fitting is obtained b
fixing all the interaction parameters to the values chosen
the literature for perfect crystals, except those representin
the short-range interaction@Eq. ~3!# between the impurity
and its first coordination shell, in this case, between th
Mn21 and the F2 components of the MnF8

62 cluster.
~4! The positions of the cluster cores,RI c , are fixed to the

(e)

5371bedded cluster calculations
RI values resulting in step~2!, and values ofrI c , rI s , andRI s
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are calculated such that the forces on the environmen
cores and shells, as well as in the cluster shells, calcula
with the shell model interaction potential

eMnF
8
62~RI c ,RI s!1eMnF

8
622env~RI c ,RI s ,rI c ,rI s!1eenv~rI c ,rI s!

~13!

are zero.
~5! Convergence in the values ofRI (e) obtained in step

~2! and in the values ofrI c andrI s obtained in step~4! in two
iterations is checked. If not yet reached,rI c and rI s are trans-
ferred to step~2! and the four last steps are repeated.

This iterative procedure is expected to converge to
unique geometry of cluster and environment, so that t
choice of shell model calculation for step~1! ~perfect crystal
vs already doped crystal with some initial shell model pa
rameters for the interaction between crystal and enviro
ment! is irrelevant. The one proposed here seems to be r
sonable and has been found to be useful. Moreover, althou
this iterative procedure achieves the minimization of E
~12!, others might be designed that achieve the same goal
well. We may comment, as an example, that, at consisten
the RI s resulting from step~4! is the same as that resulting
from step~3!, so that ifRI s is fixed in step~4! the final result
is the same.

Taking the relaxed, polarized shell model environment
lattice resulting from this procedure, embedded MnF8

62 wave
functions can be calculated for its ground and excited stat
as well as sought properties; in particular, the calculation
EMnF

8
62 1 EMnF

8
622env @Eq. ~6!# leads to embedded cluster

energy surfaces, from which equilibrium geometries, vibr
tional frequencies, transition energies, crossing points, e
can be obtained.

It is to be noted that the intracluster and cluste
environment shell parameters obtained by this procedu
@step ~3!# at consistency, are such that a single shell mod
calculation on the defective crystal, using them, and lettin
all the coordinates free~cores and shells of cluster and envi
ronment,! leads to exactly the same result as the who
AIMP/SM procedure.

III. DETAILS OF THE CALCULATIONS

Substitutional Mn21 impurities in CaF2 occupy Ca21

sites, in the center of a cube of F2 ions.34,35 Consequently,
the AIMP/SM calculations performed in this paper corre
spond to an embedded MnF8

62 cluster, which is the simplest
cluster in which the Mn–F interactions can be taken in
account in a fullyab initio approach.

In the AIMP embedded cluster calculation, the environ
mental lattice is defined in the following manner. All the
environmental Ca21 and F2 ions included within a cube of
edge length 2a0, centered on the impurity, are represented b
complete ion AIMP’s. The rest of ions in a cube of edg
length 4a0 are represented by point charges, which are fra
tional for the frontier ions.36 This lattice definition is larger
than was found to be necessary in order to reach converge
in the energy difference between two points of the clust
energy surface.5 The Ca21 and F2 AIMP’s have been ob-
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tained in SCEI SCF calculations on CaF2, with the embed-
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ding potentials located at experimental perfect lattice site
~a055.462 94 Å!.34 In these, the~53/5! basis set from Ref.
37 has been used for F2, extended with ap diffuse function
for anion~Ref. 38!, the final contraction pattern being~5111/
3111!. For Ca21, a Cowan–Griffin relativisticab initio core
model potential approximation, CG-AIMP, has been
adopted,39 with a @Ne# core and a~31111/3111! basis set.

In MnF8
62 we applied the AIMP frozen core approxima-

tion. For Mn we used the relativistic CG-AIMP correspond
ing to a @Mg#-core and the valence basis set from Ref. 39
upon addition of onep polarization function~Ref. 37! and
oned diffuse function~Ref. 40!, the final basis set pattern is
~711/321/3111!. For F we used the@He#-core AIMP and va-
lence basis set from Ref. 17, extended with onep diffuse
function for anion~Ref. 38!, the final basis set pattern being
~41/411!.

We performed calculations on the ground state of th
cubic MnF8

62 cluster,6A1g, of main charactereg
2t2g
3 , and two

excited states,4T1g and 4A1g, of main charactereg
3t2g
2 and

eg
2t2g
3 , respectively. We used first the complete active spa

SCF method,23 with five electrons in the active space defined
by the mainly Mn(3d) molecular orbitalseg and t2g. Then,
electron correlation effects have been partially estimated
means of the average coupled-pair functional method24

based on the CASSCF configuration space, correlating t
outermosteg and t2g electrons.

The details of the shell model description of the lattic
have been taken from Ref. 41, in particular, set I paramete
The region surrounding the defect in which Eq.~1! is explic-
itly evaluated~region I! includes 215 ions within an approxi-
mated radius of 3.2 lattice units from the defect. Regio
II a,28 in which the ion equilibrium positions are calculated
using Mott–Littleton’s approximation,30 extends up to 5.4
lattice units. These conditions have been found to lead
convergence in the defective crystal energy in simila
systems.42,43 The shell model calculations have been per
formed usingHADES.26–28 In the fitting procedure of step~3!
in Sec. II C ~see the Appendix! the only necessary param-
eters were those of the short-range Mn–F intracluster inte
action. Upon convergence in the iterative AIMP/SM method
they are AMn,F52973.2622 eV,rMn,F50.245 18 Å, and
CMn,F50 ~fixed!, for the CASSCF calculation on the6A1g
ground state. Using these parameters in a single SM calc
lation leads to the same cluster and environment geometr
than the whole AIMP/SM calculation, which requires five
iterations to converge up to less that 0.0005 Å in all coord
nates.~Note that the SM calculation takes an insignifican
part of each cycle computing time.! However, one should
consider that these parameters are only valid for represent
the embedded cluster energies within the range of Mn–
distances used, more or less 5% surrounding the equilibriu
distance and, in particular, if this short-range potential we
to be used in lattice dynamics calculations it should b
complemented with a steeper contribution at very sho
Mn–F distances.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We present in Table I the equilibrium bond distance be

bedded cluster calculations
tween Mn and F in the cubic MnF8
62 , as well as the respira-
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tory vibrational frequency, as calculated with a frozen env
ronment embedded cluster approach, AIMP, and with
relaxed, polarized environment embedded cluster approa
AIMP/SM, in the states6A1g,

4T1g, and 4A1g. In the
AIMP/SM calculations, the sites of the lattice cores an
shells have been obtained for the ground state,6A1g, at the
CASSCF level, and used in the remaining cases.

We first observe in Table I that correlating the Mn(3d)
electrons~ACPF! does not affect significantly the local dis-
tortions nor the vibrational frequencies, in agreement wi
results in similar systems;7 this is so, independently of the
state and of the lattice relaxation/polarization. All the calcu
lated local geometries correspond to inwards distortions
spect to the pure CaF2 crystal. In the ground state, using a
frozen lattice~AIMP!, the bond length shortening is 3.8% o
the perfect lattice, becoming 4.9% when the lattice is relax
and polarized~AIMP/SM!. This means that lattice relaxation/
polarization enhances the distortion corresponding to the f
zen lattice calculation; in this case, by more than 25%. O
best Mn–F distance, 2.252 Å, means a smaller distorti
than the one expected from the straightforward use of t
crystal radii mismatch,20.16 Å.44 Parallel to the additional
bond length shortening, the AIMP/SM calculation produce
slightly larger vibrational frequencies than the AIMP calcu
lation.

In Table II we present the comparison of our results o
the distortions in the first and second coordination shells w
those determined from EXAFS experiments.22We include in
Table II the EXAFS results as measured, as well as tho
resulting after a shift estimated from EXAFS measuremen
on MnF2.

22 It is perhaps appropriate to remind the reader
this point that large uncertainties in the local distortions o
tained from EXAFS measurements are not rare.1 Moreover,

TABLE I. Mn–F equilibrium distance anda1g vibrational frequency of
CaF2-embedded MnF8

62 .

6A1g
4T1g

4A1g

CASSCF ACPF CASSCF ACPF CASSCF ACPF

Mn–F distance,a in Å
AIMP 2.277 2.278 2.266 2.266 2.276 2.277
AIMP/SM 2.251 2.252 2.240 2.240 2.250 2.251

a1g vibrational frequency, in cm21

AIMP 416 416 412 413 416 416
AIMP/SM 432 433 427 428 432 432

aPerfect lattice Ca–F distance is 2.366 Å~Ref. 34!.

J. L. Pascual and L. Seijo: Em
cReference 22, estimated values after corrections fr
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techniques in order to derive quantitative local distortions
this kind of materials, let us comment on the analysis of th
XANES measurements in CaF2:Mn

21 led to a Mn–F dis-
tance of 2.20 Å and a Mn–Ca distance of 3.66 Å.22 Finally,
the ground state Mn–F distance in CaF2:Mn

21 was esti-
mated to be 2.265 Å, from an analysis of the experimen
isotropic superhyperfine constantAS by means of an overlap
model of the bonding.2

In the AIMP/SM column of Table II we observe that the
relative distortion is calculated to be larger for the first coo
dination shell, as expected. The absolute and relative val
of the AIMP/SM distances agree within acceptable margi
with the experiments, both for the first and second coordin
tion shell ions. The larger discrepancy seems to be in t
case of the second shell F2 ions; this might be related to the
fact that a very large structural disorder for the anion sh
was found in EXAFS.22 In our opinion, the results in Table II
tend to credit not only the qualitative but also the quantit
tive local distortions calculated for the ground state by mea
of the AIMP/SM method. This is so, of course, provided
reasonable cluster is chosen and a high qualityab initio
method is used.

In order to get some sense of how much the lattice d
scription has changed due to the impurity, we present
Table III the calculated ion displacements with respect
their perfect lattice sites as well as their dipole polarizatio
A significant lattice distortion is observed which, in this cas
is accompanied by a very small lattice polarization.

As seen in Table I we calculated local distortions o
excited states as well. It, in fact, requires no more compu
tional effort than the corresponding calculation on the grou
state. However, a direct quantitative comparison with expe
ments is not possible in this case, since no experimental te
nique has so far been developed which could directly gi
such an information.~We may stress at this point on the
complementaritybetween the informations gathered by th
use of experimental techniques and computational metho
in the field of doped crystals.3! In order to have an indirect
estimation of the quality of the AIMP/SM excited state loca
geometries, we performed preliminary calculations of the a
sorption electronic transitions6A1g→4T1g and

6A1g→4A1g,
as well as of the6A1g←4T1g emission~from the minimum of
the 4T1g energy surface!, which is, to our knowledge, the
only measured emission;45 these are presented in Table IV
Although it is well known that the ACPF wave functions
used in this work, correlating only five electrons, will not b

5373bedded cluster calculations
i-
as an example of the difficulties faced by the experimentalof sufficient quality to quantitatively describe these trans

TABLE II. Distances between the Mn21 impurity and the first and second coordination shell ions, in Å.
Percentage distortion with respect to the perfect lattice are shown in parentheses.

CaF2
a AIMP AIMP/SM EXAFSb EXAFSc

F ~
1
4,
1
4,
1
4! 2.366 2.277~23.8! 2.251~24.9! 2.243~25.2! 2.27360.01 ~23.9!

Ca ~
1
2,
1
2,0! 3.863 3.822~21.1! 3.827~20.9! 3.84 60.02 ~20.5!

F ~
3
4,
1
4,
1
4! 4.530 4.508~20.5! 4.419~22.5! 4.43 60.03 ~22.2!

aReference 35, perfect lattice data.
bReference 22, direct results.
om measurements on MnF2.
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tions ~detailed calculations of the absorption/emission sp
tra at a higher level of electron correlation are underway47!,
they are appropriate for monitoring the excited state geo
etry, as described later.

First, we observe in Table IV that lattice relaxation
polarization has a minor influence on the electronic tran
tions under study, which, on the other hand, are very se
tive to intracluster electron correlation effects~ACPF vs
CASSCF!, as expected. We observe too that the transitio
calculated with the ACPF method, correlating only five ele
trons, are larger than the experimental ones. The differen
have to accommodate several effects. Of them, some 3
cm21 correspond to insufficient atomic correlation,48 since
the free Mn21 parent transition6S→4G is calculated to be
30 190 cm21 with the basis set and ACPF method used in t

TABLE III. Calculated ion displacements and polarizations. All distances
Å.

Ion
Lattice
sitea

Distance
to origin

Cartesian
displacementsb m/Dc

F ~
1
4,
1
4,
1
4! 2.3655 core 20.0661 20.0661 20.0661 0.03

shell 10.0022 10.0022 10.0022
Ca ~

1
2,
1
2,0! 3.8629 core 20.0290 20.0290 0 0.01

shell 20.0005 20.0005 0
F ~

3
4,
1
4,
1
4! 4.5296 core 20.0238 20.0008 20.0008 0.02

shell 20.0018 20.0004 20.0004
Ca ~1,0,0! 5.4629 core 20.0119 0 0 0.01

shell 10.0003 0 0
F ~

3
4,
3
4,
1
4! 5.9531 core 20.0081 20.0081 20.0013 0.02

shell 10.0009 10.0009 10.0016
Ca ~1,

1
2,
1
2! 6.6907 core 20.0062 20.0008 20.0008 0.00

shell 20.0001 10.0001 10.0001
F ~

5
4,
1
4,
1
4! 7.0966 core 20.0103 20.0017 20.0017 0.00

shell 20.0004 10.0000 10.0000
F ~

3
4,
3
4,
3
4! 7.0966 core 10.0006 10.0006 10.0006 0.00

shell 20.0002 20.0002 20.0002
Ca ~1,1,0! 7.7258 core 20.0057 20.0057 0 0.00

shell 20.0001 20.0001 0
F ~

5
4,
3
4,
1
4! 8.0798 core 20.0022 20.0018 10.0003 0.00

shell 20.0000 20.0001 20.0003
Ca ~

3
2,
1
2,0! 8.6377 core 20.0024 10.0002 0 0.00

shell 0.0000 10.0002 0

aLattice units,a055.462 94 Å~Ref. 34! centered on Mn21.
bCore displacements are referred to perfect lattice sites and shell disp
ments are referred to core sites. Core and shell charges are, respect
11.38 and22.38 a.u. for F2 and23.24 and15.24 a.u. for Ca21 ~Ref. 41!.
cLocal dipole moment respect to the center of charge.

TABLE IV. Vertical electronic transitions, in cm21.

CASSCF ACPF Experiment

6A1g→4T1g absorption
AIMP 29 910 27 500 22 675a

AIMP/SM 29 660 27 220
6A1g→4A1g absorption
AIMP 31 675 29 790 25 316a

AIMP/SM 31 650 29 770
6A1g←4T1g emission
AIMP 29 820 27 400 20 202a,b

AIMP/SM 29 560 27 110

aReference 46.
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bReference 45.
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MnF8
62 , whereas the experimentalJ-averaged value is

26 800 cm21.49 The 1100 cm21 remaining up to the 4500
cm21 deviation in the absorption transitions are reasonable
accommodate molecular correlation and basis set effects.7 In
the 6A1g←4T1g emission, the deviation with experiment is
larger than the corresponding absorption by 2400 cm21. This
is consistent with the fact that a Jahn–Teller effect exists
the4T1g excited state which lowers the energy respect to t
a1g minimum; if the vertical emission is produced from a
lower local symmetry, the transition energy is reduced, bo
because of the Jahn–Teller stabilization of the4T1g state and
the instabilization of the6A1g state at the lower symmetry.
Since 2400 cm21 can be an acceptable reduction of the emi
sion by the Jahn–Teller effect on the excited state, we m
conclude that thea1g local geometry of the excited state is
acceptable.

Finally, another indirect check of the quality of the6A1g
ground state geometry is deduced from the absorption sp
trum. The6A1g→4A1g energy is essentially independent o
the Mn–F distance, whereas the6A1g→4T1g energy depends
on it. Now, since both transitions are calculated with th
same deviation respect to the experiment, the contribution
the deviation in6A1g→4T1g due to a wrong Mn–F distance
must be very small.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we presented the AIMP/SM method, whic
is an extension of the AIMP embedded cluster method5 to
consider environmental relaxation and dipole polarization e
fects through the use of an empirical shell model descripti
of the lattice in ionic crystals.20 In AIMP/SM the ab initio
description of the embedded cluster and the shell model
scription of the lattice are made mutually consistent. Th
method was applied to the calculation of local distortion
around a Mn21 impurity in fluorite, CaF2, by means of an
embedded MnF8

62 cluster, in which CASSCF and ACPF
wave functions were used. Local distortions were calculat
for the ground state6A1g and for the4T1g and

4A1g excited
states of MnF8

62 . CaF2:Mn
21 was chosen because recen

XANES and EXAFS measurements exist in this materi
leading to ground state first and second coordination sh
distortions.22 The comparison with these experiments is ve
satisfactory. The quality of the calculated geometries w
also indirectly monitored by calculations of absorption
emission transitions.
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APPENDIX

Given a set ofN points of an AIMP energy surface of a
cluster embedded in a given lattice of coordinatesr c andr s ,
a shell model analytical expression is used to represent the
by performing the fitting procedure described in this Appen
dix.

Let us define

E~k!5Eclus~RI
~k!!1Eclus2env~RI

~k!,rI c ,rI s! ~A1!

and

e~k!5eclus~RI c
~k! ,RI s!1eclus2env~RI c

~k! ,RI s ,rI c ,rI s!, ~A2!

with

eclus~RI c
~k! ,RI s!5(

m

clus S 12 Kmr cm,sm
2 1

1

2 (
nÞm

clus

~fmn
lr 1fmn

sr !D ,
~A3!

eclus2env~RI c
~k! ,RI s ,rI c ,rI s!5(

m

clus

(
n

env

~fmn
lr 1fmn

sr !, ~A4!

fmn
lr andfmn

sr corresponding to Eqs.~2! and~3!. (RI (k),E(k)) is
one of the points (k51,N) of the energy surface resulting
from an AIMP embedded cluster calculation, wherease(k),
with RI c

(k)5RI (k), is a function of the set of shell model pa-
rametersKm , Qsm , Qsn , Amn , rmn , andCmn , which describe
the intracluster interactions,~mPclus,nPclus! and the inter-
actions between the cluster components and the environm
components,~mPclus, nPenv! as well as of the shell posi-
tions of the cluster ions,RI s .

The following square deviation is defined as

x25(
k

N

~E~k!2E02e~k!!2, ~A5!

whereE0 stands for the energy of the separated cluster com
ponents. Then, the following fitting procedure is undertake

~1! The Qsm and Km parameters for all the defective
crystal components,mP~clusøenv!, are taken from the lit-
erature and they will never be changed.

~2! Short-range shell model interaction parameters a
chosen as well for all the present
interactions: Amn ,rmn ,Cmn ,mPclus,nP~clusøenv!.

~3! The e(k) function corresponding toRI c
(k)5RI (e), the

minimum of the energy surface, is minimized respect toRI s .
~4! x2 is minimized respect to the shell model short

range interaction parameters,Amn ,rmn ,Cmn . Usually, very
good fittings are obtained if only them,nPclus parameters
are let free in this step. In the case of CaF2-embedded
MnF8

62 , fixing all parameters except those form5Mn21 and
n5F2 was found to be good enough. At this step, two pos
sibilities exist: either the value ofE0 is calculated and fixed,
or it is taken as one more fitting parameter. In the numeric
experiments performed, both approaches led to equally go
results.

~5! Go to ~3! unless convergence exist in allRI s , Amn ,

J. L. Pascual and L. Seijo: Em
rmn , andCmn’s.
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The results of this fitting procedure guarantee that, in
single shell model calculation on the defective crystal in
which the environmental components are fixed whereas the
cluster components are allowed to relax and polarize, the
resulting cluster core sites are the same as the nuclear equ
librium positions obtained in the AIMP embedded cluster
calculation leading toE(k) and, at the same time, the result-
ing cluster shell sites are the same as the ones obtained in
this fitting procedure.

We may mention here that other fitting procedures have
been tried along this work. In particular, handling the cluster
shell sitesRI s as fitting parameters which minimizex2 has
been found to often lead to unreasonable results.
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